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Get it Right (let’s) – Lyrics 

 

Hook: 

Let’s get it right, this is war 

Reap Sow n’ nothin’ more who ya fightin 4 (4 times) 

 

Verse: 

Never tweet your location, protect your vocation 

Workin’ through vacations slept on relations 

Never lose your patience it’s war slow invasions 

Keep your mind strength in numbers G.O.D. is wagin’ 

 

RWB that’s me n’ nothin’s free 

No end in sight “u end owes” know to keep it G or leave it alone ya’ see 

Build n’ find a zone constructively Jesus died so let us be 

Simple doubles loyal 4 life people’s royalty 

 

Word…to tha wise…(echoes) 
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Hook: 

Let’s get it right, this is war 

Reap Sow n’ nothin’ more who ya fightin 4 (4 times) 

 

 

Verse #2: 

 

Historical argument is now embedded in the times we have to seed the 

truth to redefine what’s originally divine 

It’s more than color obviously kind or wouldn’t be Brotha Brotha and 

it’s like we said I’m just R inclined 

 

Impulsion or correction price level speak direction call it sentiment we 

have to vent address the set expressions 

Found our place to fit without the grids spectacle impressions claimin’ 

cash above our heads they have a choice to build the session 

 

Globally X chex so many sets double U is next it’s to the core a 

nameless score ain’t takin’ names cuz less is more 

We use the “soar” but clear the pain, cuz “yeah we back” is from the 

poor so get it right let’s fight the fight riches open up the door 
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4….yes, but what’s the end song. 

Lord rebuke (please) so we can breathe your help until it’s gone 

Eleven respect let’s know and put it on 

The wheel n’ not the spokes don’t get all caught up in the wrong 

 

Hook: 

Let’s get it right, this is war 

Reap Sow n’ nothin’ more who ya fightin 4 (4 times) 

 

Outro: 

Peace, bout’ respect. Word! Peace to tha Brotha that said, “Be cool 

where you at B!” Peace and gather yourself stop light to green light, be 

with GOD, gather yourself and carry on. 1 

 

Word! (echoes) 

 

And peace to “He’s always got a cool head.” That’s the respect, Lord 

knows we try. 1 

 

Word! (echoes) 
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And remember if your chillin’ in the cut, careful where you at. Respect. 

Peace. 

 

Word! (echoes) 

 

Hook: 

Let’s get it right, this is war 

Reap Sow n’ nothin’ more who ya fightin 4 (4 times) 

 

 

 

 

(side note:…so as wise MC’s said years ago…”They’ll try to shove him in 

a 2 em’” (tomb)…so there’s still a bunch of condemnation, the 

relationship with it is just “Lord rebuke that, Jesus died, so let us live in 

peace”….(to repent...Blood of Jesus please wash us clean) that’s the 

best we can do. We have family and friends who need us, so the haters 

can take the lack of gratitude and step aside…this is a people’s love 

power movement…and we’ll just find out who they all are later on the 

PBS series special someday…There had to be the antagonist and 

protagonist…anyway…won’t be any compromising now that “4” is 

getting hip to everything….we tried…repent and find peace…that’s 

what we feel is important…peace through music 1world…peace) 
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